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ove. When you ask a published, world-traveling, highly
skilled chef the secret to his
incredible sushi creations, you
don’t expect him to answer,
“love.” But Chef Steven Kim
attributes his passion for
culinary to the love his mother
put into everyday cooking.
In his book, Weekend Cooking & Family Love, Chef
Steven describes growing up in beautiful Masan Bay,
South Korea, where seafood markets proved to be
more inspiring than his college textbooks. After
hands-on learning with local fishermen and chefs, he
decided to pursue formal sushi and sashimi certification at the prestigious Tokyo Culinary Institute and for
the past 20 years has served as head chef and manager to trendy sushi restaurants in South Korea, Japan,
Nicaragua and the U.S.
At Crazy Rock’n Sushi in Irvine, you can find him
delighting customers with uncompromising quality and
unexpected creativity in every dish he serves. He
appreciates beauty in details that others don’t see and
when given the opportunity, he will transport you to
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another place and time.

Chef Steven Kim and a display of this seemingly
eﬀortless balance of ﬂavor, color and texture.

“Growing up I didn’t understand how
important math would be in my career.
I was taught through memorization and
I hated it. I love how MIND is taking
math outside of the classroom and
showing students that it is all about
problem-solving!”
Chef Steven Kim

Believe in education and love good food?
Come join other foodies and supporters of
education in the most delicious and rewarding
experience you’ll have all year!

Donate

Volunteer

Attend

When: Friday, November 4, 2016 6:30-9:00pm
Where: The OC Fair & Event Center
Contact: Gabby Abutom at 949.345.8706 or
gabutom@mindresearch.org

mindresearch.org/mathfair
Chef Steven and his talented crew invite you to get adventurous
and be delighted at Crazy Rock’n Sushi in Irvine, California.
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